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Across

4. you need to _________ peer pressure

5. Acting in the _________ of fear

6. RBA withdraws

7. people ________ to get out of things they dont want to 

do

11. RBA withdraws

12. The most inportant thing is to be _________

15. RBA deposit

19. Your confort zone is _______ free

20. be strong during ________ moments

21. follow the ________ rule

22. __________ is what holds you back

23. the most inportment thing is _________ 

____________

25. RBA deposit

28. RBA withdraws

31. you need to ___________ out of your confort zone

35. never let your ________ make up your decision

36. Never _________ into purepressure

37. people tend to ________ time

38. RBA withdraws

40. People really open up if you _______ ________

Down

1. RBA withdraws

2. Doing ________ acts of kindness can make someones 

day

3. RBA withdraws

8. work first ________ later

9. RBA deposit

10. RBA deposit

13. What saying is "one kind word can warm three 

summers"?

14. People like it if you _______ for your action

16. What did you learn in habbit 1,2,3

17. What is the commen ingredient to success?

18. you need to put ___________ things first

24. If your __________ with your parnets You need to 

rebuild it

26. What is the RBA like

27. RBA deposit

29. ________ are the biggest influencers

30. RBA deposit

32. What is the hardest habit our of all 7

33. Your _______ zone represents what your familiar with

34. loyal people keep ________

39. winning means rising each time you _________

Word Bank

Confort risk fear face Fall

hard overcome Discipline three personal bank

checking account keep promises Do small kind of acts Be loyal listen

say sorry Set clear explanation Break Promises keep to your self Gossip and break confidence

Dont listen Be arragent Set false expectations small RBA

Japanese loyal pay attention apologize procrastinate

fear people waste important play

step give golden secrets be yourself


